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OUR MISSION

Our goals are driven by
the needs of Texas.
“Although a huge range of Texans attend TSTC, they all seem to
have one thing in common: They can imagine a bright future in
which they have a great-paying job. Sometimes their enthusiasm
exceeds their financial means to complete college. However,
thanks to the donors who selflessly support scholarships through
The TSTC Foundation, countless numbers of such students will live
the American dream.”
MIKE REESER, TSTC CHANCELLOR & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

P E R S E V E R A N C E means not giving up. It is persistence and tenacity, the effort
required to do something and keep doing it till the end, even if it’s hard.
Texas State Technical College is a stronger institution because of your investment
this year. Your dedication to advancing the college’s mission in 2020 helps us
achieve our objectives.
The TSTC Foundation’s mission is simple: We aim to remove the financial obstacles
that our students face and support the college’s statewide vision to provide the
best technical education in Texas.
We work to foster relationships with Texans, community leaders, industry partners,
supporters and other stakeholders to encourage a spirit of giving and generosity
that will support our college in its mission to promote student success and bolster
the Texas workforce.
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Performance Overview
Overall imprint of your donations for the fiscal year
beginning September 1, 2019, through August 31, 2020:

TOTAL VALUE OF CASH GIFTS

TOTAL VALUE OF IN-KIND GIFTS

$3.4M

$600,954

TOTAL VALUE OF CAPITAL FUNDS

TOTAL AMOUNT FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

$3.3M

4

$1.6M

TOTAL NUMBER
OF DONORS

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

471

$963,798

1,445
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Your Gifts at a Glance
The figure at each regional location
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in-kind donations and capital gifts
made this past fiscal year.
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“This scholarship helped me
provide for my family while
attending school. I can worry less
about tuition needs and focus on
finishing strong.”
RAFAEL GARCIA
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS, SWEETWATER
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

When Rafael Garcia decided to go back to
school, he faced the challenges of paying
for school and meeting the daily needs of
his family. With the help of the Sweetwater
Veterans’ Funds for College Education, funded
by EMA Electromechanics, the U.S. Army
veteran was able to do both.
Garcia is expected to graduate this fall with his
associate degree in Industrial Systems.
The scholarship funds have helped veterans
complete their technical education at TSTC’s
campuses in Abilene, Breckenridge, Brownwood
and Sweetwater.
“I hope other veterans take advantage of this
opportunity,” Garcia said.

6
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WEST TEXAS REGION: ABILENE, BRECKENRIDGE, BROWNWOOD, SWEETWATER

1,258

89

191

$535K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Scholarships Make It Possible
“Every donation to The TSTC Foundation makes a difference for our students. We are
so grateful for all those that invest in TSTC. It makes it possible for our students to
change their lives. ”
LANCE EASTMAN, INTERIM PROVOST

Students today have enough to think about without
having to worry about how to pay for college.
Financial help from West Texas business and
industry has changed the lives of many students in
this region. More than $300,000 has been donated
to TSTC in West Texas to help students in financial
need cover the cost of college, including fulltuition scholarships for Sweetwater’s Wind Energy
Technology program.
As Interim Provost Lance Eastman explains, “The
TSTC Foundation is truly helping put more Texans in
great-paying jobs. For some of our students, being
able to afford a book or pay for the last class of a
semester is extremely difficult or nearly impossible.
We are so grateful for all those that participate in
donating to The Foundation, such as these great
industry partners. It makes it possible for our
students to change their lives.”
California-based BayWa r.e. Wind has given
$157,500 to TSTC to provide Amadeus Wind Energy
scholarships to students in three area counties.
Up to 15 of the 2020 high school graduates in
Fisher, Kent and Stonewall counties were eligible
for the $10,500 scholarship to study in TSTC’s
Wind Energy Technology program in Sweetwater.
The scholarship is named for the Amadeus Wind

EMA
ELECTROMECHANICS

Project, which encompasses land in Fisher, Kent
and Stonewall counties.
First-year student Evan Cheyne of Jayton said
that the scholarship helped him fulfill his goal
of attending TSTC. “I attended the preview day
in Aspermont and loved it. If it was not for the
scholarship, I probably would not be able to attend
TSTC,” he said.
Industry leaders have also given to help the next
generation of leaders in manufacturing through
the 3M Manufacturing and Academic Partnerships
(MAP) program. The MAP program teaches students
the essential skills of creating and using schematic
designs, circuit diagrams and technical drawings.
Another opportunity helps our deserving veterans
with much-needed scholarship funds. EMA
Electromechanics, an international maker of
equipment for the clean wind energy sector, has
generously given $75,000 every other year since
2015 for the Sweetwater Veterans’ Funds for
College Education.
“There are many who have expressed that without
the scholarship, a college education would not
have been possible for them,” said Pam Marler,
TSTC’s Veteran Services coordinator.

“We created this fund to show our appreciation to veterans who work to keep us safe.
We want to help them get back into civilian life through career training.”
Gabriel Acosta, Manager and Chief Financial Officer

EAST TEXAS REGION: MARSHALL

631

62

175

$258K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

The Power of Community
“The donors in Marshall are our partners. Their trust in TSTC, even in the wake of the
COVID-19 pandemic, has allowed us to keep moving forward. The donations we received
this year are critical to student success.”
BARTON DAY, PROVOST

Community is based on the idea of communal
values, shared spaces, and accountability to each
other. The idea that people have a responsibility
to help their neighbors is a strong belief across
Texas, but nowhere more than in East Texas, where a
shared space full of tall trees and wide-open vistas
brings neighbors together.
The focus on shared responsibility has led to many
generous donations from both foundations and
industry leaders throughout East Texas toward
TSTC’s campus in Marshall. These donations can give
students the skills they need to help build Texas.
Blake Cox, The TSTC Foundation’s East Texas field
development officer, said the skills that students
learn at TSTC can lead to careers that create
generational wealth and build a strong Texas
economy.
A gift from the Marshall Economic Development
Corp. facilitated the purchase earlier this year of
virtual reality software for TSTC’s Process Operations
Technology program. Nicholas Cram, lead instructor
in TSTC’s Process Operations Technology program,

KOMATSU
MINING CORP.

said students now can experience what an actual
process operator would see in a control room or
inside a refinery or plant.
Eastman Chemical Co. in Longview contributes
annually to TSTC, providing scholarships to high
school seniors who enroll in three of the college’s
programs in Marshall and Waco. Marcus Hooper,
Eastman’s learning services instructor, said the
company considers the scholarships and internships
to be their version of workforce development for
East Texas.
Komatsu Mining Corp. in Longview gave $10,000 in
December to put toward the Komatsu U Scholarship.
Jessica Ford, the company’s learning and
development administrator, said the scholarship is
aimed at taking some of the financial burdens off of
students while helping to build a pipeline of skilled
workers for the company.
TSTC also has a responsibility to our donors to
ensure that their generous gifts are used well
and always helping our students to get a quality
education and move on to great-paying careers.

“TSTC has been a constant advocate for the skilled trades and has worked for years
collaborating with our industry to understand our needs and how best to prepare
the future workforce to meet them.”
Kraig Green, Senior Manager of Manufacturing Operations

“The scholarship helps me to be able
to continue my academic career
and stay connected to my top-pick
company, Eastman Chemical.”
SHAKARI MIDDLETON
PROCESS OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY, MARSHALL
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

Shakari Middleton, a Process Operations
Technology student at TSTC’s Marshall campus,
learned about the Eastman Chemical Co.
scholarship from her instructors, Charles Clark
and Nicholas Cram.
“I have enjoyed my time here at TSTC. The
instructors want to help each student succeed,”
she said.
Middleton was an operations specialist for
nine years in the U.S. Navy. After active duty,
she looked for a career in which to excel. The
skills she learned in the Navy can be applied to
her program field.
“I look forward to finding a job with a company
that has the motivation to excel in the process
operations field because I possess a strong
desire to learn new skills and undertake
new tasks to support professional and
organizational growth,” Middleton said.
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“I was able to buy supplies for
my classes, and it gave me
peace of mind.”
RYDER FREEMAN
INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS, NORTH TEXAS
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

Since beginning his coursework in 2018,
Ryder Freeman has had a significant amount
of changes in his life.
Wanting to build a life together and start a
family, he and his wife got married, had a
baby, and bought a new house.
Freeman struggled with balancing all of this
while attending school part time and working
on his Associate of Applied Science degree in
Industrial Systems - Electrical Specialization
at TSTC in North Texas.
Being a recipient of the Midlothian
Workforce/Careers Scholarship helped him to
achieve his educational goals while ensuring
that he and his family were financially secure.

10
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NORTH TEXAS REGION: RED OAK

319

36

88

$67K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Steadfast Dedication to Students
“Monetary support, especially during and after the pandemic, will be critical to students
being able to remain enrolled and move through the curriculum. Ultimately these are the
students that will help to rebuild the economy in Texas by learning a skilled trade.”
MARCUS BALCH, PROVOST

Communities coming together to take care of
each other is what makes Texas a great place
to live and work. The donors in the North Texas
region have been incredibly generous to the
TSTC community. The ways in which industry
has reached out to provide both scholarships
and equipment to our students are simply
unmatched.
Kyle Kinateder, president and chief executive
officer of Midlothian Economic Development,
knows the value of investing in skilled
technicians for North Texas.
“Midlothian Economic Development’s
contribution to the TSTC scholarship program
supports Midlothian’s emphasis on education
and a well-trained technical workforce,” he said.
Midlothian Economic Development has
contributed $10,000 for each of the last three
years to fund the Midlothian Workforce/Careers
Scholarship. The goal is for a Midlothian resident
to graduate from high school, attend TSTC, and

MIDLOTHIAN
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

return to the city to work and continue to be a
valuable community member in Ellis County.
The need for skilled workers has led some
businesses to donate equipment for use by TSTC
students. Century A/C Supply donated a 25-ton
York package unit valued at $15,000 to the HVAC
Technology program. Eric Huddleston, branch
manager of Century A/C Supply in Mansfield,
said he wanted to give the equipment to a
good cause. This helpful donation allows TSTC’s
HVAC Technology students to understand the
concept of three-phase wiring and learn how to
troubleshoot three-phase motors.
The HVAC program is not the only program
receiving assistance from TSTC’s integral
industrial partners. Stewart & Stevenson
donated two diesel engines to the Diesel
Equipment Technology program to use during
lab sessions. Roy Allice, the company’s director
of training and technical services, said the
current industry-standard engines will enhance
the quality of learning for students.

“Midlothian helps ensure training for future employees, support to existing industries,
and promotion of Midlothian to prospective companies.”
Kyle Kinateder, President and Chief Executive Officer

CENTRAL TEXAS REGION: EAST WILLIAMSON COUNTY

354

38

89

$170K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Creating Student Capital
“They not only raise funds to help our most financially vulnerable students through
scholarships, but they are integral in building relationships with industry partners,
school districts, and other community stakeholders.”
LISSA ADAMS, ASSOCIATE PROVOST

Local investment is the common thread that
connects enthusiastic supporters of TSTC’s East
Williamson County campus. One of the younger
campuses, it continues to build momentum year
after year by focusing on growth and expansion,
much of it due to the opportunities provided
by philanthropic gifts. As a result, the skilled
professionals that TSTC graduates are in high
demand by local industries.
TSTC senior field development officer Michael
Smith says, “TSTC is contributing to true economic
development for the community it serves. Our
donors see our results and are eager to offer help to
local students. This is a community that cares about
seeing prosperity. It starts here at TSTC.”
While most of us were working from home,
representatives of The TSTC Foundation and the
Hutto Education Foundation gathered virtually
in late summer to honor recipients of a jointly
sponsored scholarship for Hutto residents. TSTC
Associate Provost Lissa Adams said her hope for
Hutto students is that they continue to realize the
value and viability of investing in their education in

HUTTO
EDUCATION FOUNDATION

the city. Not only do civic leaders see the advantage
of working with TSTC, but so do industry leaders.
Generous donations from businesses have also
created new opportunities for students.
DFI Resources donated a 70-ton chiller valued at
$75,000 to the HVAC Technology program. David
Nesgard, a former TSTC instructor, said his company
installed a new chiller at a work site and donated
the older unit for student training.
Leander-based One Source Manufacturing
gave a $10,000 gift this year for scholarships for
Leander residents interested in attending the
East Williamson County campus. Kevin Shipley,
the company’s owner and president, said it is a
challenge to find people who want to work in
machining and he hopes the scholarship can inspire
them to pursue technical studies.
The work of The TSTC Foundation has made all the
difference for the success of the East Williamson
County campus. Says Adams, “In addition to
addressing financial need, they are integral in
building relationships with industry partners, school
districts and other community stakeholders.”

“Since 2006, the foundation’s mission has been to enhance educational opportunities
for students and staff in Hutto ISD through our grant and scholarship programs. We are
excited to partner with TSTC to provide for Hutto ISD graduates/TSTC students in their
third and fourth semesters.”
Lizzy Samples, Director of Community Education

“I am so happy here. I like not
having big student loans so I can
make money right out of the gate.”
MATTHEW BARRINGER
AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY, WACO
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

Matthew Barringer is a recipient of the Hutto
ISD Foundation’s scholarship. He is studying
in the Automotive Technology program at
TSTC’s Waco campus and is scheduled to
graduate in spring 2021. The scholarship will
pay for this semester so he does not need to
take out a loan.
“It has been the best decision I have ever
made,” Barringer said.
Barringer is a 2018 graduate of Hutto High
School. He completed academic work at a
two-year college before transferring to TSTC.
“I was not happy going to school and taking
those classes. They did not interest me. Here
(at TSTC), I wake up and go to class and am
ready to learn.”
Barringer’s goal is to stay in the area to work
once he graduates from TSTC.

The TSTC Foundation Annual Report | 2019–2020
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“Because of COVID-19, my fiancé’s
work hours were cut, and we took
a pretty hard financial hit. Using
the food pantry for our immediate
needs saved us.”
MARISSA HUNSUCKER
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY, WACO
FOOD PANTRY BENEFICIARY

TSTC’s food pantry was there when Marissa
Hunsucker needed it. With a new baby in tow,
stress became a constant factor.
“Being able to get help with extra diapers
and wipes helped relieve the burden of tight
finances so I could focus on school,” Hunsucker
said.
Hunsucker graduated in 2013 from Connally
High School. She applied to TSTC in summer
2019.
Her work in traffic control on road construction
projects inspired her to pursue a double major
in Environmental Technology - Compliance and
Occupational Safety Compliance Technology.
She is scheduled to graduate in spring 2021
from TSTC. After graduation, she wants to work
for the Texas Department of Transportation.

14
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CENTRAL TEXAS REGION: WACO

3,937

410

999

$696K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Giving for the Good of Students
“The work of The TSTC Foundation has literally changed the landscape of the Waco campus.
Because of their efforts, many students have achieved their goal: to obtain a greatpaying job!”
PATTI TATE, INTERIM PROVOST

TSTC’s mission has always been about providing
a great education so that students can transition
into well-paying jobs. But sometimes during the
education process, students need a little extra
help. That’s why some TSTC campuses provide a
food pantry for students — because sometimes
everyone needs a helping hand.
The student food pantry was there when Marissa
Hunsucker needed it. She was grateful to learn as
the fall semester progressed that the food pantry
stock included baby items.
Thanks to a generous gift of $25,000 from
Doris Hoff, TSTC’s campus food pantries in East
Williamson County, North Texas and Waco can be
replenished when needed. This year, the pantry
helped to provide nonperishable food items, as
well as baby supplies, for 280 students and their
families.
The Brazos Higher Education Services Corp. in
Waco gave a $25,000 contribution to TSTC’s Waco

campus for the Texan Success Scholarship and
Helping Hands Scholarship. The Brazos Higher
Education Services Corp. is a nonprofit corporation
that provides student loans for Texans seeking
higher education.
There is nothing more rewarding than when an
alumnus comes back and provides for the college
that he or she attended. TSTC alum Tom Wright,
president of Built Wright Construction of Waco,
created the Curt Persilver Endowed Scholarship
at the Waco campus. Wright said the scholarship
is named for the late TSTC employee because
of Persilver’s willingness to help others. Wright
said TSTC was the perfect institution to offer the
scholarship.
“I am very appreciative of TSTC and the degree it
gave me,” Wright said. “That is how I was able to
start my company. We continue to hire graduates
from TSTC.”

BRAZOS
HIGHER EDUCATION
SERVICES CORP.

“We believe in what TSTC does. They provide practical training and build skill sets
that are valuable for today’s jobs.”
Ben Litle, President and Chief Executive Officer

SOUTHEAST TEXAS REGION: FORT BEND COUNTY

720

290

173

$4.9M

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Growth as Big as Texas
“I have the best job in Texas because I get to see the impact of your gifts to TSTC. You are
providing access to the American dream for those who thought they would never receive
that gift. It changes lives for generations to come and is the gift that keeps on giving.”
RANDALL WOOTEN, PROVOST

Texas State Technical College in Fort Bend County
opened its doors in 2016 and since has seen
expansion that is growing as rapidly as the Texas
population. None of this growth would be possible
without the belief and generosity of those who
have given to TSTC in the past and will continue to
do so in the future.
TSTC Provost Randall Wooten says he has the
best job in Texas because he gets to see the
difference such gifts make every single day. Those
gifts recently made a difference when TSTC was
estimated to reach its student limit. Determined
not to turn any student away, TSTC’s donors
answered the call to help expand the Industrial
Technology Center. This not only allowed the
college to welcome more students to campus, but
it also helped it double the capacity of the Welding
Technology program and make updates to the
Electrical Lineworker Technology program, which
included adding a Commercial Driver’s License
course to the curriculum. This addition ensures that

TSTC’s Electrical Lineworker Program produces even
more job-ready employees for companies that hire
our students.
These investments more than doubled the capacity
of both programs and would not have been
possible without the generous donations of
The Henderson-Wessendorff Foundation;
The George Foundation; and The Bert F. Winston,
Sr. Foundation.
The incredible donors at The HendersonWessendorff Foundation said it best. “Texas State
Technical College is a natural extension of our
foundation’s purpose to support and encourage
people to lead more productive and satisfying
lives.”
Contributions to TSTC not only help the college
continue to expand, but they also allow it to
continue to equip Texans with the training that can
help them to get to work, fulfill their aspirations
and keep the Lone Star State thriving.

THE

GEORGE
FOUNDATION

“The Trustees of The George Foundation have identified ‘career readiness’ as a priority
area for our grant-making strategy. TSTC has a proven track record of providing a bestin-class technical education that will allow young men and women the opportunity to
secure a good-paying job upon graduation to pursue their American dream.”
Trustees of The George Foundation

“That scholarship took care of
almost all of my tuition.
It saved me.”
SHYANN KOCUREK
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGY, FORT BEND COUNTY
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

Shyann Kocurek recently earned her Associate
of Applied Science degree in Environmental
Technology - Compliance at TSTC while
experiencing one of the greatest hardships of
her life.
“My mom passed away in June,” she said. “I had
a hard time trying to keep going to finish with
my goal I had set for myself.”
However, Kocurek persevered. She received
the Texan Success Scholarship, which she says
alleviated much of the worry she felt about
paying for the program she grew to love.
“That scholarship helped me,” she said. “At the
time, I did not have the money to pay for the
first payment on the payment plan that I was on,
but that scholarship took care of almost all of
my tuition. It saved me.”
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“I was able to buy supplies for
my classes, and it gave me
peace of mind.”
ELIODORO RIVAS
WIND ENERGY TECHNOLOGY, HARLINGEN
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD RECIPIENT

“Receiving the scholarship was certainly
a big, welcome surprise. The funding I
received from the scholarship has helped
me significantly. I was able to buy supplies
for my classes, and it gave me peace of
mind.
“After I graduate, I hope to start my career
as a wind turbine technician. Being a firsttime father means I can’t afford to slow
down anytime soon. Everything I do is for
my son, and I know this career path will
help me grow and provide for my family.”

18
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SOUTH TEXAS REGION: HARLINGEN

5,048

520

862

$576K

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STUDENTS ENROLLED

TOTAL NUMBER OF
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

TOTAL NUMBER
OF GRADUATES

TOTAL AMOUNT OF
CONTRIBUTIONS

Creating Change for the Rio Grande Valley
“Our community’s generosity is a note of encouragement that reminds our students:
We believe in you.”
CLEDIA HERNANDEZ, PROVOST

This year, contributions to Texas State Technical
College made a significant difference in the
classroom and the lives of many deserving
students in the Rio Grande Valley.

voiced his appreciation by saying, “I like being able
to train students so well that they go out into the
field absolutely confident. Our new equipment is a
huge benefit to our students.”

Life-changing generosity from the Valley Baptist
Legacy Foundation allowed for equipment updates
in the Dental Hygiene and Emergency Medical
Services programs. The foundation strongly
believes that it is vital for students to receive an
education that will fully prepare them to go into
the workforce to enrich themselves and their
community; these welcome additions are going
to allow that to happen. Updated flooring in the
dental labs, new radiology digital scanners, and a
new disinfection and sterilization system are part
of the necessary equipment upgrades that were
made possible by this grant.

These upgrades will give students real-world
experience that will prepare them for their future
careers of helping and caring for those in need.

An ambulance simulator was also purchased for
the Emergency Medical Services program. It will
allow students to understand what it is like to treat
a patient in an ambulance before they experience
it in the field. EMS program director Dan Forbing

VALLEY
BAPTIST LEGACY
FOUNDATION

Additional contributions for scholarships came
from the San Benito Industrial Foundation and the
Harlingen Economic Development Corp. These
gifts made it possible for students to purchase
necessary lab tools and books, pay their tuition,
and pay the testing fees needed to complete their
programs.
TSTC Provost Cledia Hernandez knows exactly
what these gifts mean for our students. “So many
TSTC students are facing numerous obstacles as
they are trying to reach their professional goals.
Many of them are juggling work, school and home
responsibilities, all while trying to create better
opportunities to provide for their families.

The Valley Baptist Legacy Foundation wants to address health-related needs and
close the skills gap in the Rio Grande Valley. It is important that students are
receiving all of the education that will fully prepare them to go into the workforce
and make a difference in our area.”
Bernadette Perez, Grant Associate

LOYALTY GIVING HIGHLIGHTS

Thank You to Our Loyal Donors
Consistent giving to Texas State Technical College is crucial. TSTC relies on annual gifts to strengthen
the opportunities offered to students through scholarships and program offerings in each region. Our
loyal donors deserve special recognition for their dedication to providing pathways that stimulate local
economies and make career dreams a reality.
These generous individuals and organizations have given for five or more years to The TSTC Foundation.
American Bank
American Electric Power
Angela Stuart-Carruthers
Barbara E. Selke-Kern
Barton C. Day
Belinda Munoz
Beth Wooten
Bird Kultgen Ford
Brazos Education
Foundation, Inc.
Carla A. Becker
Carliss Hyde
Celina Garza
Central National Bank
Central Texas Watercolor
Society
Charles D. Olson
Cledia R. Hernandez
Community Bank and
Trust
Curtis Cleveland
Cynthia B. Mata
Debbie Karl
Dian Graves Owen
Foundation
DuPuy Oxygen
Edelmiro Benitez
Edgar Padilla
Edna Claus
Ellis M. Skinner
Elton E. Stuckly

20

First National Bank of
Central Texas

Pioneer Steel & Pipe
Company, Inc.

Gail R. Lawrence

Randall E. Wooten

GCPA Empowering

Ray Rushing

Foundation

Raymond W. Carey

Gilbert Leal

Rio Bank

Hannah J. Love

Robert Partida

Harlingen Medical Center

Ruben O. Abarca

HEB

Ruthie Ewers

Hilda Holland

San Antonio Livestock

Honeys Roofing LLC

Exposition, Inc.

Houston Livestock Show

Society of Plastic

and Rodeo
Irene Cravey
Javier DeLeon

Engineers
Spencer Charitable
Foundation

Jeff L. Kilgore

Stephen Meeks

Jennifer V. Colten

Terry Blankenship

John Hatchel

The Gene Haas Foundation

Jonathan Hoekstra

The George Foundation

Joni G. Coons

The Henderson-

Josephine Saldivar

Wessendorff Foundation

Juan Lopez

The Long Foundation

Julie A. Threlkeld

Tonya L. Holloway

Julie Gonzalez

Tymco, Inc.

Karen Waller

United Launch Alliance

Melissa Aleman

Verna Lastrapes

Michael J. Murphy

VFW Post No. 2410

Mike Reeser

Waco Coin Club

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen C.

Waco Foundation

Snyder
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Whitney S. Carter

2019-2020 Financial Statement
STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
Revenues
Contributions and other support
Interest and dividends
Gains (Losses) on investments
Gains (Losses) on sale of assets
Total Revenues
Expenses
Student scholarships
Payments for the benefit of TSTC
Equipment/Land purchased for TSTC
Donation of property to TSTC
Grants to TSTC
Administrative expenses
Interest expense
Depreciation expense
Total Expenses
Increase (Decrease) in Net Assets
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Investments
Pledges receivable
Capital pledges receivable
Leases receivable (TSTC)
Grant receivable
Property and equipment, net
Total Assets
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued liabilities
Long-term debt
Total Liabilities
Net Assets
Without donor restriction
With donor restriction
Total Net Assets
Total Liabilities & Net Assets

FY 2020

FY 2019

4,523,091
129,392
178,407
41,755
4,872,645

2,410,125
132,358
5,995
37,860
2,586,338

963,798
92,379
743,059
1,079,018
145,247
632,264
3,655,765

722,945
126,324
64,135
542,055
1,049,329
143,634
746,851
53,624
3,448,897

1,216,880

(862,559)

FY 2020
6,062,355
2,916,444
716,143
17,184,100
7,542,888
225,988
124,392
34,772,310

FY 2019
5,154,507
2,635,417
3,600
20,385,221
7,116,114
124,392
35,419,251

406,441
402,105
17,791,340
18,599,886

212,047
466,562
19,785,098
20,463,707

8,891,854
7,280,570
16,172,424

8,738,318
6,217,226
14,955,544

34,772,310

35,419,251

NOTE: The figures represented in these financials are unaudited figures.
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Board of Directors

JESSICA TONEY

ROLAND ADAMSON

GREG DODDS

CARY "MAC" ABNEY

CHAIRMAN

1ST VICE CHAIRMAN

TREASURER

Dallas, Texas

Fort Bend County, Texas

IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIRMAN

Brownwood, Texas

Marshall, Texas

CHARLIE RIGNEY

JONATHAN NEWTON

ALEX MEADE

LARRY BARNETT

ASSISTANT TREASURER

SECRETARY

BOARD OF REGENTS LIAISON

MEMBER, NORTH TEXAS REGION

Mission, Texas

Midlothian, Texas

Waco, Texas
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Breckenridge, Texas

HAROLD RAFUSE

DEREK BENAVIDES

CHARLIE HERVEY

MEMBER, CENTRAL TEXAS REGION

MEMBER, SOUTH TEXAS REGION

MEMBER, SOUTH TEXAS REGION

Crawford, Texas

Mission, Texas

Harlingen, Texas
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The TSTC Foundation Staff
KAREN BEACH
DIRECTOR OF
DONOR RETENTION
254-867-3013
karen.beach@tstc.edu
SHEAYLA BLACK
GIFT ACCOUNTANT
254-867-3967
sheayla.black@tstc.edu
JENNIFER COLTEN
DIRECTOR OF STEWARDSHIP
AND DONOR RELATIONS
956-364-5501
jennifer.colten@tstc.edu
CARLISS HYDE
VICE PRESIDENT OF
SPONSORED PROGRAMS
254-867-4843
carliss.hyde@tstc.edu
ROBYN KITTRELL
DONOR SERVICES ASSOCIATE
254-867-3989
robyn.kittrell@tstc.edu

DAN MEOLA
PROSPECT MANAGEMENT
AND RESEARCH ANALYST
254-867-3985
dan.meola@tstc.edu
VALERI SMITH
DIRECTOR OF EVENT
MANAGEMENT
254-867-2038
valeri.smith@tstc.edu
JULIE THRELKELD
DIRECTOR OF
CONSTITUENT MANAGEMENT
254-867-3981
julie.threlkeld@tstc.edu
MEGAN WEINBERGER
EVENT COORDINATOR
254-867-3870
megan.weinberger@tstc.edu
BETH WOOTEN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
254-867-3940
beth.wooten@tstc.edu

Development Officers
PETE ROWE
VICE PRESIDENT OF
DEVELOPMENT
254-867-3954
pete.rowe@tstc.edu
BLAKE COX
ASSOCIATE FIELD
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
EAST TEXAS REGION
903-923-3209
blake.cox@tstc.edu

DELTON MCGUIRE
SENIOR FIELD
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
WEST TEXAS REGION
361-694-0500
delton.mcguire@tstc.edu

RUSTY HICKS
CORPORATE
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
NORTH TEXAS REGION
254-722-9145
raymond.hicks@tstc.edu

RICHARD MESQUIAS
SENIOR FIELD
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
SOUTH TEXAS REGION
956-364-4500
richard.mesquias@tstc.edu

JOHN KENNEDY
SENIOR FIELD
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
SOUTHEAST TEXAS REGION
281-239-1548
john.kennedy@tstc.edu

MICHAEL SMITH
SENIOR FIELD
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
CENTRAL TEXAS REGION
512-759-5669
michael.smith@tstc.edu
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Stay in Touch
3801 Campus Drive
Waco, Texas 76705
254-867-3900
TSTCFoundation.com

The TSTC Foundation is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization with the sole purpose of assisting and supporting Texas State Technical College and its students.
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